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Circle Peter’s Resume Errors 
Peter Griffin

31 Spooner Street
 Quahog, Rhode Island

Personal Profile
I am a highly energetic, accident prone, 5'11", 305 lb proud father of 2 children - Chris and Stewie  (and Meg).  My superior
mass causes me to have my own gravitational pull.  I once threw an apple, a glass of water, a book and a television into the air,
which immediately started to orbit my body.  I played pro football and was a contestant on Wheel Of Fortune too - I love Regis!  

Highlights of Qualifications
Persuasive
� Encouraged my wife Lois to become a flight attendant, so that I could travel free as a spouse.
Determined
� Once ate 30 hamburgers in one sitting - resulted in partial and temporary paralyzation of the left side of my body.
Narration
� Able to successfully narrate my life to the annoyance of others
Animal Lover
� When my dog’s (Brian) mother passed away, her owners had her stuffed and turned into a make-shift end table.  I

helped Brian steal her back to give her a proper burial.

Leadership

� Was once president of my own country - Petoria!

Risk-taker

� Took out a second mortgage on the house to buy 200 000 lottery tickets!

Recent Work Experience

Happy Go-Lucky Toy Factory Toy Safety Inspector (works there now)

� Promoted to head of toy development until my boss died from dinner roll asphyxiation.

� Successfully caught most of the safety hazards on the toy inspection line

Renaissance Fair Jouster

Duties (hehehahahehe) included: While riding on horseback and wearing a complete suit of armor, I would gallop towards my
opponents while pointing my giant lance at them. With the help of my friend Mort Goldman I defeated my hero-turned nemesis
The Black Night. This allowed me to demonstrate my competitiveness, my horseback riding skills, my lance-pointing skills, and
my abilities as a team player. 

Sneeze Guard

� Protecting buffet food from projectile face liquids by any means necessary.

Fisherman

i Owned my own fishing boat “"The S.S. More Powerful than Superman, Batman, Spider-Man, and The Incredible Hulk
Put Together”.

Interests

Hanging out with friends, Fighting man-sized chickens, Feeding the evil monkey that lives in Chris’ closet, Singing showtunes,
being a “Family Guy”.

References not needed - I’m freakin sweeeeeet!!!!
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